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Strained epitaxial SiGe on vicinal Si(001) substrates develops a morphological instability perpendicular to
the steps unlike the usual growth instabilities on vicinal substrates, eventually leading to planar nanowires.
We assess both theoretically and experimentally the effect of strain anisotropy on the 1D elongation of the
Asaro-Tiller-Grinfel’d (ATG) instability. The anisotropy of strain relaxation due to the presence of step edges
is considered in a continuum model with two different effective strains in the surface plane. We show that the
measured in-plane strain anisotropy and the theoretical model are consistent with the experimental morphologies.
Nice network of ultrasmall aligned elongations are predicted resulting from a complex interplay of kinetic and
energetic phenomena associated with strain anisotropy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Growth of self-organised SiGe islands has been studied for
a long time both as a model system [1–8] and because of their
huge potential applications in band-gap engineering based
optoelectronic devices [9–14]. At present, because of the
poor reliability of the quantum dots (QDs) self-organization
process, most of the devices under investigation use strain-
induced band-gap engineering based on 2D SiGe films
[15–17]. In the past ten years, it was demonstrated that the use
of 1D nanowires (NWs) instead of quantum dots could be of
great interest for anisotropic electronic transport and 2D quan-
tum confinement effects [18–20]. They are now easily inte-
grated in 1D gate transistors and constitute an alternative way
to produce more efficient devices [21–24]. One major hurdle
to overcome in order to allow their introduction in micro-
electronic devices is the presence of metallic catalysts present
not only on the tip of the nanowires but all along their sides.
For this reason, several complex nanolithographic processes
have been developed for the fabrication of new and especially
planar NWs [25–27]. However, their size is to large to provide
2D quantum confinement effects as predicted by theory [28].
Growth of self-organized homogeneous, dense and small pla-
nar 1D islands would be a simple and versatile method for
the integration of nanowires in devices. A few studies demon-
strated that the deposition of Ge on vicinal substrates can
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result in nanowires with lengths >1 μm under optimized con-
ditions [29–31]. Persichetti et al. [30] suggested that a 3D to
1D shape transformation results from anisotropic elastic inter-
actions on vicinal substrates. For lower strained SiGe layers,
similar elongation was observed in the Asaro-Tiller-Grinfel’d
(ATG) instability regime [32,33]. However, a fundamental
question raised is how such 1D elongation proceeds and its
variance with the ATG instability on nominal substrates.

We examine here the effect of the substrate misorienta-
tion on the morphologies produced in the low-strain regime
[34–36]. We measure and analyze by x-ray diffraction the
strain relaxation of SiGe films deposited on nominal Si(001)
and vicinal 10◦ off substrate. By comparison of the Poisson
dilatation, we characterize the asymmetry of the in-plane
strain relaxation on the vicinal substrate. In this case, the
system evolves into 1D ripples perpendicular to the steps,
which eventually lead to planar nanowires. To rationalize
this evolution, we introduce anisotropic misfits reflecting the
strain anisotropy measured experimentally, in a dynamical
model of surface diffusion. It depicts well the experimental
finding, with an instability growing perpendicularly to the
steps that has a good geometrical characteristics compared to
experiments.

II. GROWTH

Si1−xGex thin films were deposited by molecular beam
epitaxy (MBE) on top of nominal and vicinal Si(001) sub-
strates disoriented from 0.1◦ to 10◦ off in the 〈110〉 direction.
The samples are loaded in the MBE machine after an ex situ
chemical cleaning process, which follows a modified Shiraki
recipe: (i) 10 min in HNO3 (65%) heated at 70 ◦C, (ii) 1 min
in deionized water, and (iii) 30 s in HF (49%):H2O (1:10).
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To avoid contamination, the substrates are immediately trans-
ferred under clean room atmosphere into a UHV MBE growth
chamber RIBER MBE32 at the end of the chemical cleaning.
The samples are then thermally cleaned in situ at temperatures
∼1000 ◦C for 2 min before growth. They are then capped by
a thin 20-nm Si buffer layer, which reproduces the regular
stepped surface and guarantees a flat and reliable top surface.
The root mean square roughness obtained after the buffer
layer growth is similar to those of Si(001) and representative
of AFM electronic noise (RMS roughness 0.1 nm).

The in situ cleaning process is followed by epitaxial growth
of Si1−xGexlayers of different thickness and composition
using solid source MBE with a background pressure in the
10−11 Torr range. Si is evaporated from an electron gun
evaporator and Ge is evaporated from an effusion cell. Beam
flux and Si1−xGexcompositions are calibrated in situ by re-
flection high-energy electron diffraction oscillations. Typical
Si1−xGexgrowth rate is 0.027 nm/s. The Si buffer layer is
deposited at 700 ◦C, while Si1−xGexlayers are deposited at
550 ◦C. After fabrication, the samples are observed by atomic
force microscopy (AFM), using a PSIA XE-100. AFM is used
in noncontact operating mode in air, with a NCHR-50 tip
model for very high-resolution imaging, with a typical radius
of about 8 nm. Atomic details on the structures are obtained by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) using a FEI Tecnai
G2 and a FEI Titan 80-300 with Cs corrector. Cross-section
samples are prepared using a dual-beam FIB HELIOS 600
nanolab or tripod polishing followed by PIPS thinning. TEM
cross-section observations have been performed on a specially
very thin part of the undulated SiGe layer (thickness 3 nm at
maximum of the undulation). The main reason for this choice,
is that the quality of the HR images is much better when the
deposited layer is thinner. Plane view samples are prepared by
mechanical and chemical polishing.

III. MORPHOLOGIES

Systematic experiments were done to quantify the effect
of steps edges on the morphological evolution. We deposited
Si1−xGex films with x=0.23 on nominal Si(001) and vicinal
10◦ off substrates. The thickness of the films was varied
in between 50 and 150 nm. After deposition of 50 nm,
Figs. 1(a)–1(d), the surfaces are flat with a RMS roughness
of 0.1 nm similar to the clean Si substrates. For increasing
thickness, hSiGe =80 nm, the instability develops and forms
array of quasi 1D ripples on the vicinal substrate, while
typical isotropic ATG undulations [6] develop in the nominal
case, Figs. 1(b)–1(e). After deposition of hSiGe =100 nm, the
instability breaks up into islands on both substrates.

We determined the geometry of the ripples of the vici-
nal case, and especially the direction of the elongation as
compared to the step edges. The steps are supposed to be
parallel to the y direction, while x is the in-plane perpendicular
direction, Fig. 2. We performed TEM images, which clearly
show that the corrugation lies over the train of steps with their
longitudinal length perpendicular to the step edges, Fig. 2.
The quasi-1D shape of these morphologies is well visible on
large scale TEM images, Fig. 2(c). To better characterize this
elongation, we deposited films on substrates with different
misorientation angles in between 0.1◦ and 10◦, and also with

FIG. 1. AFM images of Si1−xGex layers with (a)–(d) hSiGe =50,
(b)–(e) 80, and (c)–(f) 100 nm. The images height scale is kept
constant at 20 nm.

different Ge concentration. When varying the Ge concentra-
tion, we find that on both substrates the instability ampli-
tude/wavelength follow the same evolution as already charac-
terized [6]. When varying the misorientation angle at constant

FIG. 2. (a) TEM cross-section images of an elongated cor-
rugation on a 10◦ off substrate for hSiGe =10 nm and x=0.3;
(b) schematics of the undulation/steps geometry; (c) large-scale TEM
plane view image of the 1D instability.
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FIG. 3. Morphological evolution of the instability with the mis-
orientation angle: AFM images of the Si1−xGex layers for a misori-
entation angle equal to 0◦, 2◦, 4◦, 6◦, 8◦, and 10◦ from (a) to (f) while
x=0.3.

Ge concentration, the ripple mean elongation perpendicular to
the steps increases when the miscut angle increases, see Fig. 3.
This opens the possibility to eventually find corrugations and
wires with tuneable dimensions and density.

IV. STRAIN ANISOTROPY

A. X-ray analysis

To characterize the strain state of the film, we have
performed x-ray diffraction experiments using a SmartLab
Rigaku diffractometer. Intensity maps around the (004) spot
were acquired in a “ω step-2θ/ω scan” mode and a sym-
metric geometry. The Kα1 radiation of a Cu-rotating anode
(λ = 0.154056 nm−1) was selected by the use of a double
Ge(220) monochromator. These maps allow the measurement
of the deformation perpendicular to the plane for the flat
layers on nominal and 10◦ off substrates, Figs. 1(a)–1(d). We
focused on the flat films to rule out the relaxation induced by
the morphological evolution. For the nominal substrate, two
peaks are observed on the map intensity of the (004) spot,
Fig. 4(a), one very intense from the bulk and another weaker
one from the layer. Secondary oscillations are also observed
between these two peaks in the qz direction, associated to the
well-defined thickness of the layer. A cross-section profile
at the maximum of intensity for the substrate averaged over
10 pixels shows that the distance between the two spots is δq=
0.79 nm−1, Fig. 4(b), which gives a strain of enom

zz =δq/q004 =
1.70%. The distance between minima of the oscillations is
δqz =0.14 nm−1 that corresponds to a thickness of 46 nm.
This result fits well with the SiGe deposited thickness of
50 nm.

The (004) map of the vicinal substrate see Fig. 5 is more
noisy due to the presence of a large density of steps at the
substrate/film interface, about 1 monoatomic step every 1
nm. The distance between the two spots is δq=0.68 nm−1,
which gives a strain of evic

zz =δq/q004 =1.46%, lower than on
the nominal substrate. Even if the secondary oscillations are
much less visible, again due to the steps, the same thickness
(46 nm) is measured on the filtered image. Considering the

FIG. 4. (left) Map around the (004) spot for flat epilayer on
a nominal (001) substrate and (right) cross-section profile for the
maximum intensity.

lower qz deformation on a vicinal substrate, we can deduce
from Poisson dilatation that the Si1−xGex film on a vicinal
substrate is already partially relaxed in the plane. Such partial
relaxation may be ascribed to the monoatomic steps that relax
the strain perpendicular to their edges.

B. Poisson dilatation

A vicinal surface allows for a partial relaxation of the
lattice-mismatch epitaxial strain. The elastic influence of the
steps is both a combination of force dipoles and monopoles
when the system is under stress [37–39]. We match the (a)
vicinal film/substrate geometry where the film and substrate
have a mismatch m in the x and y directions, with (b) an
ad hoc geometry where the film is deposited on a plane
substrate with a lattice mismatch my in the y direction and mx

in the x direction. We note here that mk = (a f
k − as)/as is the

FIG. 5. Map around the (004) spot for a flat epilayer on a vicinal
10◦ off substrate.
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lattice mismatch between the film ( f ) and substrate (s), which
can depend on the direction k. In the geometry (b), we assume
that no relaxation occurs in the y direction (the direction of
the steps), so that the misfit between the film and substrate
is my =m. On the other hand, the relaxation introduced by
the steps is embedded in the effective mismatch mx, which
is set by comparison of the theory concerning the geometry
(b) with the experimental measure of the Poisson dilatation in
the geometry (a).

The Poisson dilatation is a practical measure of the strain
state of a film. It can be computed within linear isotropic
elasticity, with the mechanical equilibrium ∂ jσi j = 0 for i, j =
x, y, z, where σ is the stress tensor, while epitaxial coherence
enforces continuity of the displacement vector and normal
force at the film/substrate interface, while the upper surface
is supposed to be stress-free [40]. We assume equal film
and substrate Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio, given
the small difference in the Si and Ge parameters. In the
substrate reference state, the strain is ei j = 1

2 (∂ jui + ∂iu j ) −
δi jmkδikθ (z), with the Heaviside function θ (z) when the film
lies in the z � 0 region. For a flat film, mechanical equilibrium
leads to the solution for the displacement vector u0,

u0 = θ (z)

1 − ν
[ν (mx + my) + (1 − ν) mz]z

⎛
⎝

0
0
1

⎞
⎠ , (1)

with ν, the Poisson’s ratio. In the geometry (b), the Poisson
dilatation is

e0
zz = du0

z

dz
= my + ν mx

1 − ν
, (2)

which reduces to e0,nom
zz =m(1 + ν)/(1 − ν) when mx =my =

m. The experimental result on the nominal substrate enom
zz

corresponds to this fully symmetric case e0,nom
zz , that leads to

the nominal misfit m=0.96%. It corresponds to a film concen-
tration x=0.23 close to the expected one. For the vicinal sub-
strate, setting e0

zz =evic
zz leads to the effective misfit mx =0.34%

if my =m. Vicinality therefore introduces a strong relaxation
of the strain in the direction perpendicular to the steps, almost
divided by three mx/m=0.36. We investigate in the following
its influence on the subsequent evolution of the film.

V. GROWTH MODELING

A. Asymmetric strain relaxation of a corrugation

The control of the self-organization process is achieved
here thanks to the inhomogeneity of the strain field [41,42].
We therefore compute the strain of a corrugated surface in
presence of the asymmetry described above. Given the flat
film solution u0, we compute the displacement field for a free
surface with small slopes z=h0 + ĥ1eik·r, where r={x, y}. We
solve the mechanical equilibrium in Fourier space, see e.g.,
Refs. [43,44], with the solution u=u0 + u1 + . . . with

u1
x (k) = iĥ1

kxek(z−h0 )

k3(1 − ν)

{
k2

x (mx + myν)(kz − 2ν + 2)

+ k2
y [mx(νkz − 2ν2 + 2) + mykz]

− kh0
[
k2

x (mx + myν) + k2
y (mxν + my)

]}
, (3)

with k =|k| and a symmetric solution for u1,y where x and y
are interchanged, while

u1
z (k) = ĥ1

ek(z−h0 )

k2(1 − ν)

{
kh0

[
k2

x (mx + myν) + k2
y (mxν + my)

]

− (kz + 2ν − 1)
[
k2

x (mx + myν) + k2
y (mxν + my)

]}
.

(4)

The elastic energy density on the surface is then μel =μel
0 +

μel
1 with μel

0 =E0(η2 + 2ην + 1)/[2(1 + ν)], E0 =Y m2
y/(1 −

ν) and the asymmetry parameter

η = mx

my
. (5)

The elastic chemical potential eventually reads

μ̂el
1 (k) = −2(1 + ν)c3(k) E0 k ĥ1 , (6)

with k =|k| and

c3(k) = 1

(1 + ν)2k4

[
k4

x (η + ν)2 + k4
y (1 + ην)2

+ k2
x k2

y (1 + ν)(η2 + 2ην + 1)
]
. (7)

B. Instability evolution

We describe the film dynamical evolution within a con-
tinuum framework appropriate to describe a nucleationless
process [45]. We neglect the inhomogeneity and asymmetry
introduced by the steps in the diffusion process, together
with attachment-detachment issues at the steps. Consequently,
we do not consider the step-bunching or step-meandering
instabilities [38,46,47] that yield geometries, which can not
rationalize the instability described above that grows perpen-
dicular to the steps. We also neglect surface energy anisotropy
that mainly comes into play on the long-time dynamics of the
instability [36,48], together with wetting interactions irrele-
vant for thick films [43]. We finally also neglect a possible
terrace-dependent strain anisotropy that could result from
surface reconstruction differences [49]. Hence we focus on the
effect of vicinality on the strain asymmetry at the origin of the
morphological evolution. In the linear response framework,
surface diffusion currents are proportional to gradients of the
surface chemical potential μ, so that mass conservation reads

∂h/∂t =D
√

1 + |∇h|2�Sμ (8)

[43,50,51], with the diffusion coefficient D and surface Lapla-
cian �S . The latter potential μ=μs + μel includes both the
elastic energy density at the surface μel , and the capillary
potential μs =−γ�Sh with the surface energy γ . In units of
the space scale l0 =γ /[2(1 + ν)E0] and timescale t0 = l4

0 /Dγ ,
the solution of the evolution equation reads in Fourier space

ĥ1(k, t ) = eσkt ĥ1(k, 0) with σk =c3(k) k3 − k4 . (9)

The anisotropy of the strain relaxation enforces the anisotropy
of the growth rate σk. We plot in Fig. 6, σk for typical values of
η. It exhibits maxima clearly localized around the ky axis even
for a small anisotropy η=0.8, as opposed to the symmetric
case η=1. Consequently, the evolution of the surface is
strongly anisotropic. We plot in Fig. 7 a typical example of the
evolution predicted by Eq. (9) with the asymmetry parameter
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FIG. 6. Growth rate σk of the asymmetric ATG instability as
a function of the wave-vector components. The plot corresponds
to values of the asymmetry parameter of (left) experimental value
on a 10◦ off vicinal surface η=0.36, (middle) η=0.8, and (right)
symmetric case η=1. Negative values that correspond to inhibited
modes are not displayed.

η=0.36 and for a peak to peak amplitude of 4 nm that
correspond to the experiments displayed above for a vicinal
substrate. The resulting asymmetric instability does indeed
describe an elongation in the direction perpendicular to the
steps, as found in experiments. It may be rationalized by the
fact that the instability is driven by strain, that is partially
relaxed perpendicularly to the steps, but not along them. Even
with the partial relaxation measured experimentally, the mor-
phology already exhibits a strong elongation perpendicular to
the steps. It is also noticeable that the morphologies exhib-
ited by experiments and theory look similar, with fingerlike
patterns, Fig. 7.

C. Quantitative comparison

Beyond the qualitative morphological comparison between
the experimental and theoretical finding, we now turn to their
quantitative correspondence, see Fig. 7. The experiments are
done with the parameters given above, and Fig. 7 corresponds
to a corrugation with a peak to peak amplitude of 4 nm. For
the analytical solution (9), we set parameters typical of a
Si1−xGexfilm on Si(001), see, e.g., Ref. [44], with x=0.23.
In addition, in order to set the length scale l0, we use the
comparison between the experimental and theoretical Fourier
spectra on a nominal substrate. We find experimentally the
instability wavelength λATG =2π/

√
〈k2〉=127 nm. To get the-

oretically the same wavelength on a nominal substrate, we
set l0 =15.2 nm. For asymmetric systems, we consider the
asymmetry measured experimentally η�0.36 for a 10◦ vic-
inal substrate. The initial surface is given by a white noise
with an amplitude of 0.1 nm, as measured experimentally. We
integrate the evolution equation up to a final amplitude of 4 nm
also, see Fig. 7.1

1We choose this procedure instead of the use of the experimental
growth duration given the large uncertainty in the diffusion coeffi-
cient that enters in the timescale t0.

FIG. 7. (Left) Large-scale AFM image of the growth on a 10◦

off substrate for a composition x=0.23. (Right) Integration of the
evolution equation (9) with an in-plane asymmetry η=0.36. In both
images, distances are given in micrometers.

First, we compute the typical wavelength along y, λth
y =

2π/
√

〈k2
y 〉 and find λth

y =11.5 in dimensionless units, that
corresponds to 174 nm with l0 given above. This value is quite
close to the experimental one λ

exp
y =204 nm especially given

all the approximations made in the model. Interestingly, we
find that the instability wavelength in the vicinal/asymmetric
case is larger than on the nominal case, λ

exp
y /λATG =1.6, while

λth
y /λATG =1.4. This increase in the instability wavelength is

related to the overall decrease in the mean strain that neces-
sarily leads to an increase in the wavelength, that inversely
depends on the mean strain.

Second, we also characterize the asymmetry of the result-
ing elongation by looking at the x and y properties. We may
again define a typical length scale along x, λth

x =2π/
√〈k2

x 〉.
We find experimentally λ

exp
x =830 nm, while theoretically,
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λx =86.5 in dimensionless units, that translates to 1300 nm
with l0 given above. The asymmetry ratio λx/λy is 4.0 ex-
perimentally and 7.5 theoretically. The comparison in the x
direction is overall satisfactory given the large uncertainty in
the calculation of λx and shape of the Fourier spectra. Note
that the instability leads to ripples that can extend up to 2 μm
following their undulations.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have shown both theoretically and experimentally
that an in-plane relaxation anisotropy or equivalent misfit
anisotropy allows to fabricate planar SiGe 1D elongations.
Such situation is met during SiGe heteroepitaxy on vicinal Si
substrate where steps induce strain relaxation in the direction
perpendicular to their edges. When misorientation is suffi-

ciently high, SiGe forms nanowires that self-assemble into
nice periodic networks whose lengths extend perpendicularly
to the step edges over mean distances up to 2 μm. Both
qualitative and quantitative comparisons show that the ratio-
nalisation of the experimental finding can be done within the
description of the ATG instability in presence of an in-plane
strain anisotropy as measured by x-ray diffraction. Further
investigation of the extension of the instability length and
width as a function of the miscut angle, and hence of the strain
anisotropy, is under consideration, together with extension to
other epitaxial systems.
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